
Same frame, but different
New Roxtec seal covers all needs.  

As manufacturer within rolling stock, you always want to opti-
mize and standardize by selecting smart all-in-one solutions.  
We can now proudly present a compact sealing solution that 
will help you solve several demanding safety and production 
challenges within cable and plastic conduit penetrations. 

You can fill the new and versatile Roxtec CRF transit frame 
with any type of our purpose-made sealing modules, depend-
ing on what capabilities you want. You always get certified 
fire protection, tightness and vibration resistance. You can add 
maximum flexibility – or enable high-speed installation. 

Use either Roxtec CM and CM PPS modules that adapt to 
cables and conduits of many sizes or Roxtec CRF and CRF 
PPS modules that are ideal for serial production with already 
known sizes. 

Ratings for all ready-made 
sealing kits

 O IP 66

 O E30

 O EN 45545

Fire protection of plastic conduits
The PPS versions contain intumescent 
material which expands to protect  
conduit applications in case of fire.

Combine cables and conduits 
You can mix either CM and CM PPS 
sealing modules or CRF and CRF PPS 
sealing modules if you want to be able 
to route and safely seal both cables 
and plastic conduits in the same open-
ing in the floor or wall.roxtec.com /crf
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Roxtec CRF transit frame – light weight, 
openable and versatile
The frame design with aluminum rails makes the  
solution light, area efficient and easy to assemble.  
It is openable to enable design modifications  
concerning cables and conduits.

Roxtec CM modules – adaptable to cables of 
different sizes
Compact modules with Multidiameter™ enable you to 
seal around cables of many sizes. The flexibility makes 
it easy to handle changes and use the spare capacity 
for additional cables.

Roxtec CM PPS modules – fire protection of 
plastic conduits
Compact modules for plastic conduits allow you to 
pass conduits of size NW 07-48 through structures 
without any need for connectors. Multidiameter™ 
ensures adaptability to conduits of different sizes.

Roxtec CM 40 Roxtec CM 40 PPS

Roxtec CRF frame

Roxtec CRF 40 PPS Roxtec CRF 40 

Discover the all-round frame and 
the capabilities and benefits of each 
module type. 

Roxtec CRF modules – enabling fast, repetitive 
cable sealing
CRF modules allow for fast installation in serial pro-
duction settings with known cable dimensions.  
They have no removable layers but provide a certain 
cable size tolerance thanks to their unique design. 

Roxtec CRF PPS modules – conduit firestop for 
serial production
CRF modules for plastic conduits allow for fast  
installation of known conduit dimensions.  
They have no removable layers but provide a certain 
cable size tolerance thanks to their unique design. 
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